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Could You Save The Woman Who Killed Your Son?Sci-fi fantasy filled with intrigue, murder, and

betrayal. Fans of Game of Thrones and Dune have an exciting new fantasy series to

devour.Terrified of an ominous prophecy and spurred on by a shadowy advisor, a cruel ruler sends

the young son of her favorite General to be executed. Soon, however, she must beg the grieving

father to save the country from an invading army. Now, the General faces a stark choice between

revenge and honoring his vows, unaware that his son's fate and that of the entire planet are

inextricably linked.This bundle includes all books from the best-selling sci-fi fantasy series plus

bonus material."A creative and unforgettable series that will one day become a gem among sci-fi

fantasy books."~ Janice Spina
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What a fantastic series this is and can hardly wait for book four. In the first book, Schism, we start

off on the spaceship, Pearseus and after a catestrophic accident the survivors find themselves on a



nearby planet that they name for their lost ship. What I loved about these three books was the

author's ability to weave in ancient Greek mythos,cultural and historic influences; it felt like ancient

Greece, complete with warring city-states but set on a far-away planet. The characters felt vivid and

memorable, including the creepy and scary Fallen, the honourable general, Parad and the

enigmatic First are only some of the characters brought to life within the pages of this book. This

book is done on an epic scale too - in the background, with humans largely unaware, is the war

between the Whispers and the Orbs. The Whispers feature strongly as an influencing force in many

of the tragic events that the people of Pearseus find themselves a part of - they are masters of

manipulation and finding the weaknesses in humans. Equally, the Orbs are powerful but dwindling

and the war with the Whispers is not going well for them and their supporters, the First. So if you

really like healthy doses of science, fantasy, magic,tragedy, memorable characters both the good

and the bad, an exciting writing style that never bores and has very few editing errors, a complex

and well drawn universe, then these books are definitely for you.

Book One: SchismIn the not so distant future, a space ship crash lands on a far away planet. It

seems like an accident, or was it? However they got here, the survivors from Pearseus are left to

set up a new civilization, if they can work together. And for a while, they do.But the possession that

seems to have brought them here is never so far away. And the whisper in the dark just adds to an

already corrupt human nature... right? So when everything crashes, the civilization splits ... and we

have the schism that creates Pearseus.Schism is a shorter book that opens up the world and sets

the stage for the drama that is about to unfold on the new planet Pearseus.Book Two: Rise of the

PrinceThree hundred years have passed since that first split that created distinct empires on the

new planet Pearseus, not to mention the native First. But the whispers in the dark never did go

away.There's now three main Newcomer factions, plus the First. Not to mention the shadow war

between the Orbs and the Whispers. We meet characters from each of these places as they

struggle to keep the peace, stay alive, and win wars. Leadership changes, friendships are born, and

battles won.Rise of the Prince isn't a story about a single character or hero, but the story of a world

struggling to find peace. The dynamics and alliances are constantly changing, and through it all, we

have to decide for ourselves who's in the right and who's not.Book Three: Mad WaterCyrus now

rules in the Capitol, but the wars aren't over. Less and less in the shadows, the history of the battle

between the Orbs and the Whispers comes into dramatic light. Not to mention the Iota, another

native species from time almost unremembered.Some of our heroes are dead, and the next

generation is left to take their place. But the battle isn't so straightforward, and our new leaders must



find their own balance in the world. Alliances and declarations of war aren't so simple anymore,

because first each person must determine for themselves exactly what it is they fight for.

Don't be fooled by the bargain price for the three-book bundle on Kindle, the Pearseus series is

worth much more. Thankfully not quite as complicated as George R. R. Martin's "A Song of Ice and

Fire," there are still enough characters and factions--that continue to develop as the series

progresses, to keep you occupied. It kept me turning the virtual pages. I can only hope the fourth

book in the series comes out soon because now I really want to know what happens! If you like

fantasy or sci fi, you should like this.
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